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ABSTRACT BACKGROUND

Large amounts of safeguards data are The Material Accountability and Safe-
automatically gathered andstored by monitor- guards System (MASS) is an automated
ing instruments used in nuclear chemical accountability system that tracks and recoIds
processing plants, nuclear material storage the activities associated with accountable
facilities, and nuclear fuel fabrication facil- quantities of special nuclear material (SNM)
ities. An integrated safeguards approach at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
requires the ability to identify anomalous It offers the capability required to manage
activities or states in these data. Anomalies in diverse operations on a variety of nuclear
the data could be indications of error, theft, or materials. In the history of LANL, this system
diversion of material. The large volume of the has evolved from pen and paper journals to
data makes analysis and evaluation by human the current computerized system, t
experts very tedious, and the complex and Several studies have been done of the
diverse nature of the data makes these tasks LOs Alamos data and the material control and

difficult to automate. This paper describes our accounting (MC&A) systems used to manage
early work in the development of analysis them. These studies conclude that the data
tools to automate the anomaly detection pro- have significant complexity, much of which
cess. Using data from accounting databases, arises from the essential complexity of the
we are modeling the normal behavior of pro- processes themselves. 2.3 As a research facil-
cesses. From these models we hope to be able ity, the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility has a
to identify activities or data that deviate from large number of diverse, and often short-
that norm. Such tools would be used to reveal lived, process lines, and this adds to the corn-
trends, identify errors, and recognize unusual plexity of the data. 4 Process control and
data. Thus the expert's attention can be accountability staff regularly study transac-
focused directly on significant phenomena, tion records to detect errors and discrep-

ancies. This is very labor intensive. It is clear
*This work supported by the US Departmentof that an automated method of determining the
Energy,Officeof SafeguardsandSecurity. validity of transactio-s would be a useful

adjunct to this MC&A system.



DEVELOPMENT ISSUES expert, these transactions can be validated
(possibly requiring the additionof a new rule

MASS is a real-time, computer-based to the expert system rulebase) or corrected.
d_tabase system used by LANL to document These two approaches are described in more
the movement and processing of SNM. Such detailbelow.
movement and processing of SNM is charac-
terized by a "transaction" that represents the 1. HistoricalTransactions
basic entry in the MASS database.Each trans- One approach to anomalous transaction
action contains information on the process detectionis to view all transactions as "his-
that is "sending" the materialand on the pro- torical." Users are allowed to enter a
cess that is "receiving" the material. All transaction in any fashion they wish, and
transactions are entered manually by human then the entiredatabaseis reviewed period-
operatorsand, hence, are subject to data entry ically for anomalous transactions. In
errorsorinvalidentries, or both. essence, an anomaly detector would be

The goal of the current project is to applied to all recent (or past) transactions,
design a system that can use the information and those transactionsthat violate the rule-
contained in the transaction data to identify base would be flagged for scrutiny. The
invalid or anomalous transactions. We hope main advantage to this approachis that it is
to develop an automatedsystem that can mini- transparent to the user. Under this sce-
mize the time required to identify erroneous nario, users would continue to enter
entries in the MASS database. Our approach transactions into the database just as they
is to develop a tool or filter that would help always have. The goal in this case is to
the expert rather than replace the expert. Dis- identify anomalous transactions "after the
cussions with administrators and users of the fact" and flag them for correction at a later
MASS system have served to outline the time. The disadvantage to this approachis
basic requirements for such a system. There that a user who consistently enters anoma-
are two main types of anomalous transactions lous transactions will continue to do so,
that the MASS administrators would like requiring more corrections to be made to
identified: the databaseat a later time.

1. Erroneousentries 2. MonitoredTransactions
These are transactionentries for which the In contrast to the historical approach
user has enteredincorrect information, described above in which the anomaly

detection system does not interactwith the
2. Correctentryof erroneousactivities user, the "monitored" approachfocuses on

These are entries that correctly represent the user by providing a transaction entry
measurements that the user has made but aid that helps the user enter a correct trans-
for which the user has used the incorrect action. Such a system might provide the
measurementtechniqueor equipment, user with a menuof appropriatedata inputs

Our dis,:ussions have also revealed two during the entry of the transaction. The
possible philosophies in identifying erroneous anomaly detector would be used to deter-
transactions: a "historical" approach and a mine, at each step in the entry process,
"monitored" approach. The primarygoal of what data entry items are appropriateand
each of these approaches is to periodically applicable. In this way, typographical
provide the expert with a (ranked) listing of errors are reduced and the quality of the
anomalous transactions that have been entered transactions is improved. How-
entered into the database.Upon review by the ever, such a monitored entry system must



not preclude a user from entering a valid, subset of historical entries. Once we develop
but anomalous, transaction. Anomalous, an anomaly detector that can detect anomalies
but valid, entries will be allowed, but these in new entries, we can expand it to detect
will be flagged for review by a human errors in the static inventory, which may be
expert, more difficult to do. A different approach will

be needed for these entries. Possibilities
In earlier anomaly detection work, we include extracting rules from the experts or

used data obtained from the Process Monitor- using neural networks to create models of the
ing Computer System at the Idaho Chemical remainder of the normal transactions. It is esti-
Processing Plant. We trained neural networks mated that 20% of the entries in MASS
to model and predict how a system should contain some error, so we must be careful not
behave and, thereby, detect when an abnormal to train a system on errors. It may be neces-
state or event occurred.5 The neural network sary to have experts identify errors manually
approach is effective for processes for which before we train.
no clear model exists and other methods will
not work. However, models of many of the
MASS transactions exist in the form of Pro- HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

CONSIDERATIONS
tess Accounting Flow Diagrams (PAFDs).
These PAFDs are flowcharts that guide The MASS environment is dynamic, t_,t
the user on the proper way to enter a trans- present it resides on a 6-processor Tandem
action into the MASS database. Because with a Guardian Operating System (devel-
these models of transactions exist, we deter- oped by Tandem). The DataBase Manage-
mined that a rule-based expert system would ment System was developed in house, in
be the most efficient and effective method of FORTRAN Currently it is accessed via dumb
detecting anomalies. We are using the PAFDs terminals. MASS administrators intend to
to establish an initial rulebase for transaction apply modem technology to enhance MASS,
checking. Once the PAFD rulebase has been for example, a client server model, relational
coded and tested, the specialized knowledge databases, and a graphical user interface. Due
that experts use to identify errors in the to the transitional state of the MASS environ-
MASS database can be incorporated into the ment_ we decided to develop a system that
established rule base. We are using EXSYS, will use data extracted from the database
an expert system design package. Once the rather than access the database directly. This
expert system is developed and tested, the would allow us to remain independent of
rules can be extracted from EXSYS and con- changes to MASS hardware or software.
verted to code to run on the operating

platform of choice. PROCESS ACCOUNTING FLOW
Current and recent entries to the database DIAGRAMS AND RULES

are of a subset of the historical entries and
have been defined by the PAFDs. Thus, this The PAFDs provide us with a basis for
is a logical place to begin to develop an anom- discriminating between normal and anoma-
aly detection system. Using the PAFDs will lous transactions. These diagrams describe in
allow us to develop rules that apply to items a flowchart fashion each type of process used
that are being processed. However, there are a at LANL and identify the transaction informa-
great many exceptions to the rules. It is our tion that is appropriate to a given process.
understanding that the PAFDs apply to a Such information includes the sending and
large subset of current entries and to a smaller receiving pro_esses, the sending and receiving



accounts, the amount of SNM involved, the 4. IF: Sending Lot ID prefixis None

type of measurementtechniqueusedto weigh and:Sending LotID middleis None

the SNM, and other key identifiers that and:SendingLotID suffixis None

describe the natureof the SNM. The transac- and:ReceivingLotIDprefixisNOTT
don information contained in the PAFDs is and:Receiving LotID middle is None

used to train the expert systemto recognize and:ReceivingLotIDsuffixisNone

violations of the PAFDs and identify anoma- THEN: INVALID
lous _ansacdons.

At present, a limited subset of related s. IF: SendingLotIDsuffixisES
PAFDs have been selectedand codedinto the or: SendingLotIDsuffixisWS
expert systemrulebase. We developedrules and:Measurement type is NOT R00

based on four PAFDs. These are Hydroxide and: Measurementtype is NOT R04

Cake Dissolution: Process Status C'_; Ion THEN: INVALID
Exchange: Process Status RFX; Ion
Exchange: ProcessStatusLR; and Evapora- 6. IF: SendingLotIDmiddleis EVDIST

and: Measurementtype is NOT RO0
tor: Process Status EV. Our experienceso far

and: Measurement type is NOT R04

has indicated that each PAFD typically THEN: INVALID
requires between 9 and 15 rules to completely

characterize. We are now evaluating the per- 7. IF: Sending Lot IDprefix is None

formance of the expert system using actual and:SendingLotlDmiddleisNone
transaction data from the MASS database, and:Sending Lot ID suffixis None

This evaluation will help us to identify miss- and: ReceivingLot lD prefixisNone
ing or incorrect logic within the expert system and:ReceivingLotIDmiddleisNone
as well as inconsistencieswithin the PAFDs and:ReceivingLotID suffixis NotEF

themselves. See Fig. 1 for the PAFD for the and: ReceivingLot ID suffix is NotWF

Evaporator. and:ReceivingLot ID suffixis NotES

Seven rules were required to model the and:ReceivingLotlDsuffixisNotWS
Evaporator process. THEN:INVALID

1. IF: SendingLot ID suffixisWF 8. IF: Sending Lot IO suffixis EF
or: SendingLot ID suffixis EF

or: Sending Lot ID suffixis WF
and:ReceivingProcessStatus/A(_ountis NOT LR744

and:Measurementtype is NOT R00
and: ReceivingProcessStatus/Accountis NOT DS744

and:Measurement type is NOT R04
and: Receiving Process Status/Acoountis NOT IX744 THEN: INVALID
and: ReceivingProcess Status/Accountis NOT CF745

THEN: INVALID 9. IF: Sending LotID prefixis None

and: Sending LotID middleis None

2. IF: SendingLot ID prefix isT and:Sending LotID suffixis None

and: Receiving Lot ID prefixis NOT None and: ReoeivingLOtID prefixis None

and: Receiving Lot ID suffixis NOT None and: ReceivingLOtID middleis Not EVDIST

THEN: INVALID and:ReceivingLot ID suffix is None

3. IF: Sending Lot ID suffixis ES THEN: INVALID

or: Sending Lot ID suffixis WS

and: ReceivingProcessStatus/Accountis NOTCF745

THEN: INVALID
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Fig. I. PAFD for the evaporator.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE initial state (sending process status) and final
DIRECTIONS state (receiving process status). All other

As we developed the rules for the transi_ons would be forbidden. In our applica-
selected PAFDs, a pattern began to emerge, tion, anomalous transactions could then be
Based on this pattern, we believe it may be detected by comparison with the table ofallowed transactions. Anomalous transactions

possible to automate some of the rule genera- could then be further separated into two
tion. Alternative approaches to the problem classes. One class would be transactions
are possible. To understand one such alterna-
five, compare the transactions to transitions involving forbidden process statuses, for
between excited atomic states. Both the trans- example, account number may be incorrect).
actions and transitions can be described The other class would be forbidden transac-

within a structured hierarchy of "allowed tions between allowed process statuses.
states" described by a set of quantum hum- Such an approach lends itself easily to an
bers (for example, account numbers, process, automating screening of historical transac-
and status for the transactions). All other corn- tions. The approach also has the inherent
binations of quantum numbers would be capability of describing and analyzing the
"forbidden." overall flow of material in much the same

Only certain combinations of quantum way that a plasma may be modelled by study-
numbers are allowed, and all the allowed tran- ing how the relative populations of atomic

states evolve in time. Systematic losses due tositions can be tabulated simply by listing the
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error, theft, or diversion could be more easily 3. R. C. Bearse, N. J. Roberts, and V. L.
identified. In addition, this approach may be Longmire, "Extrinsic and Intrinsic Com-
able to provide a predictive capability relating plexities of the Los Alamos Plutonium
to the expected flow of material. This predic- Facility," Nucl. Mater. Manage. XIV, 295-
tive capability would be desirable for estimat- 300 (1985).
ing work loads and safety and security
concerns. 4. J. T. Markin, R. B. Strittmatter, H. S.

Vaccaro, and W. J. Whitty, "Concepts for
Advanced MC&A Systems," Nucl. Mater.
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